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FrM03-51 Introduction
During the last decade stabilization and other control de-
sign problems for linear systems subject to constraints,
especially those with actuator saturation, have received
much attention. Whenever the magnitude of the control
input is bounded, internal stabilization in either global or
semiglobal sense is possible if and only if the open-loop
system is asymptotically null controllable with bounded
control (i.e. if and only if the open-loop system is stabiliz-
able and all its poles are in the closed left-half plane). Dur-
ing the 1990’s, control design problems for linear systems
with actuator saturation were mostly studied in the frame-
work of semiglobal and global stabilization and hence at-
tentions were focused only on asymptotically null control-
lable systems.
Besides internal stabilization, another control design pro-
blem of interest is external stabilization or the requirement
of L p stability, i.e. the requirement of the controlled out-
put being in L p whenever the external signals are in L p
and the initial conditions are zero. However, in many
cases internal stabilization by itself does not automatically
guarantee external stabilization. One has to design a new
controller for simultaneous internal and external stabiliza-
tion. A number of simultaneous internal and external sta-
bilization problems in either global or semiglobal or re-
gional sense have been formulated and studied (see [2, 5]
and the references cited there). A standard topology in all
these works pertains to the case where the external signal
w is input additive. For such a configuration, the study of
different types of simultaneous internal and external sta-
bilization problems with or without finite gain (finite gain
implies that the induced norm of the mapping from the
external input to the controlled output is finite) is com-
plete [2, 5] when state feedback controllers are used, and
leads to the following result:
For asymptotically null controllable systems
and for input additive configuration, as de-
picted in Figure 1, simultaneous internal and
external L p stabilization in either global or
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424achieved, and moreover the induced norm
of the mapping from external signal w to
the controlled output or state x can be ren-
dered arbitrarily small (i.e. almost distur-
bance rejection where the external signal is
viewed as a disturbance). Furthermore, in
order to design appropriate state feedback
controllers that achieve such results, one can
utilize methodologies involving various low-
gain, low-high gain, scheduled low-high gain
designs.
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On the other hand, whenever the external signal is not in-
put additive, as depicted in Figure 2 (non-input additive
configuration), simultaneous internal and external stabi-
lization is profoundly different from the input-additive sit-
uation and more complicated. As one can see, in the case
of input-additive configuration, it is quite easy to reduce
the influence of the external signal on the controlled out-
put, compared to the case of disturbances which are not
input-additive. As the available results show, the con-
troller can make use of its full capacity to counteract the
external signal if it is input-additive. Even more, the state
trajectory starting from the origin can be controlled in
some compact invariant set for any arbitrary disturbance
in some functional space, say L p space. However, for the
non-input-additive case, the control capability is clearly
limited by the magnitude constraint on the input. This
naturally leads to some performance deficiency that can
never be overcome by whatever control laws one can use.
For example, in general it becomes impossible to keep the
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compact invariant set for any arbitrary L p disturbance un-
less some restrictive conditions are made. A recent pa-
per [8] makes some pioneering contribution to the external
behavior with non-input-additive disturbance:
Even for asymptotically null controllable sys-
tems, whenever the external signal w is non-
input additive, (see Figure 2), simultaneous
internal and external L p stabilization with a
finite gain in a global sense for 1 6 p 6 1
is in general not possible, in particular when
the signal w can excite the unstable dynamics
of the plant. However, one can achieve simul-
taneous internal and external L p stabilization
without finite gain in a global sense. More-
over, simultaneous internal and external L p
stabilization with finite gain in a semiglobal
sense can be achieved for any p 2 T1; 2U.
Figure 2
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All the existing literature including [2, 5, 8] addresses lin-
ear systems with magnitude constraints only on input sig-
nals. Having studied during the last decade several as-
pects of several control design problems for linear sys-
tems subject to magnitude and rate constraints on control
variables, during the last two years the research thrust of
the authors and their students has broadened to include
magnitude constraints on control variables as well as state
variables. Recent work [1, 3, 4] considered linear systems
in a general framework for constraints including both in-
put magnitude constraints as well as state magnitude con-
straints. In particular, [3, 4] consider internal stabilization
while [1] considers output regulation in different frame-
works, namely a global, semiglobal, and regional frame-
work.
2 Preliminaries
Consider the linear system 6,
Px D Ax C Bu C Ew
z D Cz x C Dzu
y D Cx C Du
(2.1)
where x 2 Rn is the state, u 2 Rm is the control input,
w 2 Rs is the external signal, y 2 Rp is the controlled4243output, and z 2 R‘ is the constraint output subjected to
the constraint z.t/ 2 S for all t > 0.
Based on the system model (2.1), the goal of this paper is
to establish solvability conditions and develop locally Lip-
schitz control laws so that any external signal in L p space
or in a subset of the L p space produces an controlled out-
put y in L p , meanwhile, the constraints are not violated
and internal semiglobal or global stabilization is achieved
if the external signal is zero. Furthermore, we may impose
that the resulting input/output mapping from w to y has a
finite induced L p norm, so called finite gain. In general,
this latter requirement yields more restrictive solvability
conditions compared to the case without a finite L p gain.
We make a general assumption on the constrained output
equation:
Assumption 2.1 The set S is bounded, convex and con-
tains 0 as an interior point. Moreover, we assume
CTz Dz D 0 and
S D .S \ im Cz/ C .S \ im Dz/ (2.2)
This assumption is not restrictive. In fact, it is a general
reflection of the separability of input constraints and state
constraints.
Definition 2.2 (Admissible set of initial conditions)
Let the system (2.1) and the constraint set S be given. We
define
X.S/ VD  x0 2 Rp j Cz x0 2 S} (2.3)
as the admissible set of initial conditions.
Remark. Note that the set X.S/ could also have been
defined as
X.S/ VD  x0 2 Rp j 9 u0 such that Cz x0 C Dzu0 2 S} :
Because of assumption 2.1, the two definitions turn out to
be equivalent.
3 Taxonomy of Constraints
We recall in this section in detail the taxonomy of con-
straints developed earlier in [3]. Such a taxonomy is a
consequence of the structural properties of the subsystem
6zu characterized by .A; B; Cz; Dz/.
The first categorization is based on whether 6zu is right
invertible or not. We have the following definition regard-
ing the first categorization of constraints which is based
on whether 6zu is right invertible or not.
Definition 3.1 The constraints are said to be
 right invertible constraints if 6zu is right invertible.
 non-right invertible constraints if 6zu is non-right
invertible.
The second categorization is based on the location of the
invariant zeros of 6zu). Because of their importance, we
specifically label the invariant zeros of 6zu as the con-
straint invariant zeros of the plant.
Definition 3.2 (Constraint invariant zeros) The invari-
ant zeros of 6zu are called the constraint invariant zeros
of the plant associated with the constrained output z.
We have the following definition regarding the second cat-
egorization of constraints. Let C, CC, C− and C0 denote
respectively the entire complex plane, the open right-half
complex plane, the open left-half complex plane, and the
imaginary axis. Then, the constraints are said to be
 minimum phase constraints if all the constraint in-
variant zeros are in C−.
 weakly minimum phase constraints if all the con-
straint invariant zeros are in C− [ C0 with the re-
striction that at least one such constraint invariant
zero is in C0 and any such constraint invariant zero
in C0 is simple.
 weakly non-minimum phase constraints if all the
constraint invariant zeros are in C−[C0 and at least
one constraint invariant zero in C0 is not simple.
 at most weakly non-minimum phase constraints if
all the constraint invariant zeros are in C− [ C0.
 strongly non-minimum phase constraints if one or
more of the constraint invariant zeros are in CC.
The third categorization is based on the order of the infi-
nite zeros of 6zu . See [7] for a definition of infinite zeros
of a system. Because of their importance, we specifically
label the infinite zeros of 6zu as the constraint infinite ze-
ros of the plant.
Definition 3.3 (Constraint infinite zeros) The infinite
zeros of 6zu are called the constraint infinite zeros of the
plant associated with the constrained output z.
We have the following definition regarding the third cate-
gorization of constraints.
Definition 3.4 The constraints are said to be
 type 1 constraints if the order of all constraint infi-
nite zeros is less than or equal to one
As we said in introduction, the above taxonomy of con-
straints plays a critical role in connection with internal
stabilization. As we shall see, the new notions of exter-
nal constraint invariant zeros and external constraint in-
finite zeros to be introduced later on will further broaden
the taxonomy of constraints discussed above.4244 Statement of problems
In this section, we formulate clearly the problems con-
sidered in this paper. We denote L p.D/ VD fw 2
L p V kwkL p 6 Dg for any D > 0.
Problem 4.1 Consider the system (2.1) along with the
constraint set S. The problem of global internal stabi-
lization and global external L p stabilization, i.e. the
.Gi=Ge/ problem is to find a possibly nonlinear and dy-
namic feedback law u D F .x/ such that the following
properties hold:
(i) In the absence of external input w, the equilibrium
point x D 0 of the closed-loop system is glob-
ally asymptotically stable without violating the con-
straint, that is, the region of attraction is the ad-
missible set X.S/ and, for any initial condition in
X.S/, we have z.t/ 2 S for all t > 0.
(ii) For any w 2 L p and x.0/ D 0, we have y 2 L p and
z.t/ 2 S for all t > 0.
If in addition to items (i) and (ii),
(iii) There exists a γ > 0 such that for any w 2 L p and
x.0/ D 0, kykL p 6 γ kwkL p and z.t/ 2 S for all
t > 0,
then the problem is said to be .Gi=Ge/ with finite gain
and is labeled as .Gi=Ge/fg.
Problem 4.2 Consider the system (2.1) along with the
constraint set S. The problem of global internal stabi-
lization and semiglobal external L p stabilization, i.e.
the .Gi=SGe/ problem is for any D > 0 to find a possibly
nonlinear and dynamic feedback law u D F .x/ such that
the following properties hold:
(i) In the absence of external input w, the equilibrium
point x D 0 of the closed-loop system is glob-
ally asymptotically stable without violating the con-
straint, that is, the region of attraction is the ad-
missible set X.S/ and, for any initial condition in
X.S/, we have z.t/ 2 S for all t > 0.
(ii) For any w 2 L p.D/ and x.0/ D 0, we have y 2 L p
and z.t/ 2 S for all t > 0.
If in addition to items (i) and (ii),
(iii) There exists a γ > 0 such that for any w 2 L p.D/
and x.0/ D 0, kykL p 6 γ kwkL p and z.t/ 2 S for
all t > 0,
then the problem is said to be .Gi=SGe/ with finite gain
and is labeled as .Gi=SGe/fg.4
Problem 4.3 Consider the system (2.1) along with the
constraint set S. The problem of semiglobal internal sta-
bilization and global external L p stabilization, i.e. the
.SGi=Ge/ problem, is for any given compact set K1 con-
tained in the interior of X.S/ to find a possibly nonlinear
and dynamic feedback law u D F .x/ such that the fol-
lowing properties hold:
(i) In the absence of external input w, the equilibrium
point x D 0 of the closed-loop system is asymptoti-
cally stable, with the region of attraction containing
K1 and, for any initial condition in K1, we have
z.t/ 2 S for all t > 0.
(ii) For any w 2 L p and x.0/ D 0, we have y 2 L p and
z.t/ 2 S for all t > 0.
(iii) For x.0/ D 0 and any w 2 L p for which there ex-
ists T > 0 such that w.t/ D 0 for t > T we have
that x.t/ ! 0 as t ! 1.
If in addition to items (i) and (ii),
(iii) There exists a γ > 0 such that for any w 2 L p and
x.0/ D 0, kykL p 6 γ kwkL p and z.t/ 2 S for all
t > 0,
then the problem is said to be .SGi=Ge/ with finite gain
and is labeled as .SGi=Ge/fg.
Problem 4.4 Consider the system (2.1) along with the
constraint set S. The problem of semiglobal internal sta-
bilization and semiglobal external L p stabilization, i.e.
the .SGi=SGe/ problem, is for any given compact set K1
contained in the interior of X.S/ and for any D > 0
to find a possibly nonlinear and dynamic feedback law
u D F .x/ such that the following properties hold:
(i) In the absence of external input w, the equilibrium
point x D 0 of the closed-loop system is asymptoti-
cally stable, with the region of attraction containing
K1 and, for any initial condition in K1, z.t/ 2 S
for all t > 0.
(ii) For any w 2 L p.D/ and x.0/ D 0, we have y 2 L p
and z.t/ 2 S for all t > 0.
(iii) For x.0/ D 0 and any w 2 L p for which there ex-
ists T > 0 such that w.t/ D 0 for t > T we have
that x.t/ ! 0 as t ! 1.
If in addition to items (i) and (ii),
(i) There exists a γ > 0 such that for any w 2 L p.D/
and x.0/ D 0, kykL p 6 γ kwkL p , and z.t/ 2 S for
all t > 0,
then the problem is said to be .SGi=SGe/ with finite gain
and is labeled as .SGi=SGe/fg.4245 Main results
Our development here focuses on right invertible con-
straints, and moreover relies largely on the structure of
the underlying system. For this reason, the original sys-
tem 6, given by (2.1) needs to be rewritten in a special
coordinate basis so that the system properties involving
invariant zeros and infinite zeros are revealed naturally.
This will greatly facilitate the design of appropriate con-
trollers. A detailed special coordinate basis (scb) is pre-
sented in [6, 7]. Utilizing the scb format for 6zu that is
characterized by .A; B; Cz; Dz/, and noting the fact that
6zu is right invertible, one can show that there exist a state
transformation 0s , an input transformation 0i , and a pre-
feedback law: Qx T D .x Ta; x Tc; x Tf /, Qu D 0i u, Qu D −F Qx C v,
and vT D .vT0; vTc; vTf / such that the original system 6
given by (2.1) can be rewritten as
0
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(5.1)
Furthermore, from the properties of scb given in [6,7], we
can deduce the following properties:
 The subsystem characterized by the quadruple
.A f f ; B f ; C f ; 0/ has no finite invariant zeros and
is invertible.
 The constraint invariant zeros are equal to the eigen-
values of the pair Aaa.
 The dynamics exhibited by xa and xc is the zero dy-
namics of the system with respect to the constrained
output z in the absence of external signal w.
Based on system (5.1) we introduce several new concepts
that are related to the structural properties for external sta-
bilization. We will first need to introduce the zero dynam-
ics if we impose the constraint z D 0. From [6,7] we know
there exists a state feedback F f and matrices A0; : : : ; Ar
such that if we choose:
v f D F f x f C
rX
iD0
Aiw.i/; v0 D 0
where w.i/ denotes the i ’th derivative of w, then we have
z D 0 when x f .0/ D 0 for all disturbances w and all5
inputs vc. We obtain the following zero dynamics: 
Pxa
Pxc
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0 Acc
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xa
xc
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E1
E2
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w
y D

C1 C2
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C D2vc C
rX
iD0
D3 Aiw.i/
(5.2)
5.1 More on the Taxonomy of Constraints
We identify below a subset of the constraint invariant ze-
ros which are labeled as external constraint invariant ze-
ros as defined below:
Definition 5.1 Given the system (2.1) we can construct
the zero dynamics as in (5.2). The poles of the transfer
matrix from w to y which cannot be influenced by vc are
called the external constraint invariant zeros.
We have the following definition regarding the fourth cat-
egorization of constraints.
Definition 5.2 The constraints are said to be
 externally minimum phase constraints if the exter-
nal constraint invariant zeros are in C−.
We present the solvability conditions for the four prob-
lems defined in Section 4 in the following four subsec-
tions.
5.2 The (Gi/Ge) and (Gi/Ge)fg problems
Theorem 5.3 Consider the system (2.1) and the con-
straint set S that satisfies Assumption 2.1. Let the con-
straints be right-invertible, and the system (2.1) be stabi-
lizable (i.e. the pair .A; B/ is stabilizable). We decompose
the system according to (5.1). Then the problem of global
internal stabilization and global external L p stabilization
without finite-gain (i.e. the .Gi=Ge/ problem) is solvable
for any p 2 T1;1/ via a feedback u D F .x/ if and only
if the following conditions hold:
(i) E3 D 0.
(ii) The constraints are at most weakly non-minimum
phase.
(iii) The constraints are of type 1.
Remark. The above conditions are still necessary but ob-
viously not sufficient when p D 1.
Theorem 5.4 Consider the system (2.1) and the con-
straint set S that satisfies Assumption 2.1. Let the con-
straints be right-invertible, and the system (2.1) be stabi-
lizable (i.e. the pair .A; B/ is stabilizable). We decompose
the system according to (5.1). Then the problem of global4246internal stabilization and global external L p stabilization
with finite gain (i.e. the .Gi=Ge/fg problem) is solvable
via a feedback u D F .x/ for any p 2 T1;1U only if the
following conditions hold:
(i) E3 D 0.
(ii) The constraints are at most weakly non-minimum
phase.
(iii) The constraints are of externally minimum phase.
(iv) The constraints are of type 1.
Remark. It is easily shown that the above conditions are
not sufficient for p D 1. However, it is an open problem
whether these conditions are sufficient for p 2 T1;1/.
5.3 The (Gi/SGe) and (Gi/SGe)fg prob-
lems
Theorem 5.5 Consider the system (2.1) and the con-
straint set S that satisfies Assumption 2.1. Let the con-
straints be right-invertible, and the system (2.1) be stabi-
lizable (i.e. the pair .A; B/ is stabilizable). Then the pro-
blem of global internal stabilization and semiglobal exter-
nal L p stabilization without finite-gain (i.e. the .Gi=SGe/
problem) is solvable for any p 2 T1;1/ via a feedback
u D F .x/ if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) The constraint are at most weakly non-minimum
phase.
(ii) The constraints are of type 1.
(iii) E3 D 0 when p D 1.
Remark. For p D 1 the above conditions are still nec-
essary but no longer sufficient for solvability.
Theorem 5.6 Consider the system (2.1) and the con-
straint set S that satisfies Assumption 2.1. Let the con-
straints be right-invertible, and the system (2.1) be stabi-
lizable (i.e. the pair .A; B/ is stabilizable). Then the pro-
blem of global internal stabilization and semiglobal exter-
nal L p stabilization with finite gain (i.e. the .Gi=SGe/fg
problem) is solvable for any p 2 T1; 2U via a feedback
u D F .x/ if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) The constraints are at most weakly non-minimum
phase.
(ii) The constraints are of type 1.
(iii) E3 D 0 when p D 1
Remark. For p > 2 the above conditions are still neces-
sary for solvability of the problem of global internal sta-
bilization and semiglobal external L p stabilization with
finite gain. For p D 1 the conditions are not sufficient
but it is not clear whether for p 2 .2;1/ the conditions
are sufficient.
5.4 The (SGi/Ge) and (SGi/Ge)fg prob-
lems
Theorem 5.7 Consider the system (2.1) and the con-
straint set S that satisfies Assumption 2.1. Let the con-
straints be right-invertible, and the system (2.1) be sta-
bilizable (i.e. the pair .A; B/ is stabilizable). Then the
problem of semi-global internal stabilization and global
external L p stabilization without finite-gain (i.e. the
.SGi=Ge/ problem) is solvable for any p 2 T1;1/ via
a feedback u D F .x/ via a controller which is globally
defined if and only if
(i) E3 D 0.
(ii) The constraints are at most weakly non-minimum
phase.
Remark. Again, for p D 1 the above condition is still
necessary but no longer sufficient for solvability.
Theorem 5.8 Consider the system (2.1) and the con-
straint set S that satisfies Assumption 2.1. Let the con-
straints be right-invertible, and the system (2.1) be stabi-
lizable (i.e. the pair .A; B/ is stabilizable). Then the pro-
blem of semiglobal internal stabilization and global exter-
nal L p stabilization with finite gain (i.e. the .SGi=Ge/fg
problem) is solvable for any p 2 T1;1U via a feedback
u D F .x/ only if the following conditions hold:
(i) E3 D 0.
(ii) The constraints are at most weakly non-minimum
phase.
(iii) The constraints are of externally minimum phase.
5.5 The (SGi/SGe) and (SGi/SGe)fg prob-
lems
Theorem 5.9 Consider the system (2.1) and the con-
straint set S that satisfies Assumption 2.1. Let the con-
straints be right-invertible, and the system (2.1) be sta-
bilizable (i.e. the pair .A; B/ is stabilizable). Then the
problem of semi-global internal stabilization and semi-
global external L p stabilization without finite-gain (i.e.
the .SGi=SGe/ problem) is solvable for any p 2 T1;1/
via a feedback u D F .x/ if and only if
 The constraints are at most weakly non-minimum-
phase,
 E3 D 0 when p D 1
Remark. Again, for p D 1 the above condition is still
necessary but no longer sufficient for solvability.
Theorem 5.10 Consider the system (2.1) and the con-
straint set S that satisfies Assumption 2.1. Let the con-
straints be right-invertible, and the system (2.1) be sta-
bilizable (i.e. the pair .A; B/ is stabilizable). Then the
problem of semi-global internal stabilization and semi-
global external L p stabilization with finite-gain (i.e. the4247.SGi=SGe/fg is solvable for any p 2 T1; 2U via a feedback
u D F .x/ if and only if
 The constraints are at most weakly non-minimum-
phase,
 E3 D 0 when p D 1
Remark. Note that the problem with finite gain has the
same solvability condition as the problem without finite
gain. However, with the requirement of finite gain, the
problem for p 2 .2;1/ remains a major open problem.
For p D 1 the conditions are obviously not sufficient.
6 Conclusion
It is clear that these problems as defined in this paper re-
quire very strong solvability conditions. Therefore a main
focus for future research should focus on finding a con-
troller with a large domain of attraction and some good
rejection properties for disturbances restricted to some
bounded set. Even semiglobal external stabilization is in
many cases simply to much to ask for.
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